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and other places picked out for starting the revolt, the
Falangists were scarcely recognized, and took no part
with the army/1.
There is a certain similarity between the Abyssinian
and Spanish war. In each case the Italians thought that
the support they would receive inside the country would
mean a speedy victory. In Ethiopia the * civil war' excuse
was a complete failure; in Spain there has been sufficient
support for the Italians to* deceive a considerable part
of the world into believing that the * civil war' rather
than the invasion was the predominant part of the
affair. In each there was a period—lasting to December,
1935, in Ethiopia, and to November, 1936, in Spain—
when the Italians were proceeding very slowly, and
waiting for their prize to fall into their hands without
serious casualties or expense.
The Italians had some grounds for expecting that
the Government would collapse. First of all, General
Franco would have all the munitions of war. They knew
that the Government had no reserves except abundant
untrained man-power, and such few small-arms as might
be retained by troops, police, and the civil guards who
remained loyal. The idea that the Government had
any military support from abroad before July 19th is
merely part of the general propaganda spread after
the first failure of General Franco's attempt—the
stories of a communist plot previous to the putsch and
which the army was trying to prevent. A very well-
1 Antonio Ruiz Vilaplana, Doy Fe . . . 30. An English transla-
tion of this work, by Mr. Horsfali Carter, has been published recently
by Messrs. Constable. As a document of the war, and of conditions
in western Spain, it is worth innumerable propagandist books and
pamphlets by politicians and others who have made short and
carefully conducted tours in General Franco's territory. It is
obvious that the author hated giving up his career, and only did
so for reasons which his book makes clear. The translations of
passages from the book, given here and later, are my own.

